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abhaya FOUNDATION abhaya FOUNDATION 
an assurance for no fear...

TM

“When we go into the qualifications needed for service, the essential requirements that are to be 
imbibed in our hearts are Pure HEART, Charity, Love, No Ego, Selflessness, No for publicity, Attitude, 
Intelligence, Character and Justice.

This time, abhaya wish to share its hearty philosophy in doing good work for those who are in need. 
Every page in abhaya news update would contain finest thoughts on these essential requirements of 
Selfless Service apart from abhaya HEART updates.

Request you to spare your value time in understanding the philosophy that is needed for each one of 
us while doing Service in the country.

Requirements for Selfless Service

LOVE & LIFE
abhaya TEAM



abhaya abhaya VISION & MISSION

To be globally renowned 
organization for its values, 
service, management, 
transparency in serving 
h u m a n i t y  t h e r e b y  
transforming the world into 
a better place to live.

VISION

MISSION 
is to serve 

with the 'HEART'

Oh God! Guide me to work on anything that will refine 
my character. Bless me to do the work for the self-
development with all my knowledge, education, 
talent, expertise, enthusiasm and honesty. Show me 
the ideal path and make me to walk on such path as 
able instrument in your divine hands. Let all my 
thoughts, words and deeds unite while working for 
the fellow beings and transform me in the process. I 
promise to share all that I can with the needy. Let me 
be the real example of your LOVE in the society.

PRAYER



“ H E A RT ” Health Care Update

big burden on me and again it will lead to outside loans as my 
income and savings are not sufficient in meeting the expenditure. 
As of date I have a saving of Rs.30,000/- and the 

I am P V Chitti Babu resident of Hyderabad for the past 10 years. I remaining amount of Rs.1,30,000/- is now 
am presently working with Brindavan Infrastructure Company Ltd. needed for getting her operated.

My wife name is Ms Lakshmi Lavanya, aged 28 years. She was Under this difficult situation, I am approaching 
consulted to Mr. Upendra, our family doctor for Stomach Ache for financial help to pay the hospital expenditure 
during the year 2008. My family doctor advised us approach Asian for going ahead with the surgery.
Institute of Gastroenterology (AIG) for complete check up.

- P.V. Chittibabu, Accounts Officer.
She got admitted into AIG on 2.2.2009 and the hospital carried out 
Scanning, Biopsies and other medical tests. Doctors had informed 
us that she needs surgical intervention. The surgery has not given 
full relief. I had spent an amount of Rs. 2.5 lakhs by taking outside 
loans.

After 2 ½ years of medical treatment, Doctors informed that there 
is improvement in the Intestine. Doctors advised us to get admitted 
at AIG for further diagnosis and medical tests. They informed that if 
the tests comes positive, they will conduct the surgery for fixing the 
Intestine which will decrease the suffering of the patient. 

AIG has given Estimation Certificate for carrying the operation 
which is amounting to Rs.1,60,000. Spending this expenditures is a 

With our little resources we can help many Chittibabus

Abhaya provided Rs. 50,000/- to Chittibabu
 Following working professionals from         lend their helping 
hands to Chittibabu

Abhaya Foundation: Rs.20,000/- 

Sri Prabhu  JVR : Rs.5,000/- 

Sri Rajiv Ranjan : Rs.5,000/- 

Sri Prasad Badam : Rs. 5,000/- 

Sri Anup Dixit : Rs. 5,000/- 

Sri Vasudevarao : Rs. 5,000/- 

Sri Sidhartha Das : Rs. 3,000/- 

Sri Srinivasa B : Rs. 2,000/- 

Sri Harikrishna D : Rs. 1,000/- 

“Service is the worship you offer to the God in the heart of everyone. Do not ask for another which 

state he belongs to or which caste or creed he professes. See your favourite form of God in that 

other person; as a matter of fact he is not" other" at all. It is His image, as much as you are. You are 

not helping some "one individual": you adore GOD, in him. HE is before you in that form; so what 

room is there for the ego in you to raise its hood?”
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for 

Pure HEART

Mission Ravi accomplishedMission Ravi accomplished
Abhaya 

would be 

providing Rs. 5,000/- PM 

for next one year

Mission Raghavendra
Abhaya provided Rs. 2,00,000/- to 

Raghavendra. He has been 

administered 2 injections and is 

looking little healthy. Couple lakhs 

are still needed for him to come out 

of the crisis.



The first prerequisite is the spirit of sacrifice. This can be developed only through love. The person filled with love is 
ready to make any sacrifice. Let love be ever translated into service, into beneficial acts, sweet words of consolation, 
comfort, and courage, and thoughts of sympathy and compassion. The ideal of service must inspire those in 
authority, those who possess riches, those who are endowed with skills and intelligence, leisure and health. Serve 
the community and the community will serve you. Exploit it and it will exterminate you. Put an end to laziness; bury 
your clamorous ego, bury the greed for power and pelf; then you have the qualifications needed for a Volunteer. The 
service that you render must reward you not only with your satisfaction, but with the satisfaction and relief of whom 
you serve. 
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Love

Madala Srinu (25 years) an agricultural 
labour, from Kondalrayudi Palem, a remote 
village in Guntur District suffering from 
“Aplastic Anaemia” which is very fatal disease 
and the treatment cost is beyond his reach 
and imagination (Rs.8,00,000/-.) They are 
being referred by Sri GV Anjaneyulu, MLA, 
Vinukonda with a request to take care of this 
man. He assured his support from his side 
and his company.

Abhaya at once called them and understood 
the seriousness and hopeless condition of 
Srinu. They just sold their one acre 
agricultural land which is only property with 
them and brought Rs.1,20,000/- and got 
admitted at NIMS. The Doctors over there 
suggested that this deadly disease has to be 
curtailed by administering the ATG Therapy 

which costs about Rs.8 lakhs. 

Abhaya then understood that the prescribed injection been manufactured by Pfizer Pharma and started 
scouting for a contact through known circle of friends. Vemula Avinash, MBA working for pharma company 
provided a contact in Cipla and the lady over there connected to Sales Manager of Pfizer. Abhaya briefed 
the matter and requested them to provide best possible discount on ATG. The officer was very kind in 
taking the appropriate approval from the company. They offered the 40gms ATG at around Rs.4,20,000/- 
as against Rs.6,40,000/- all this happened in just 74 hours time. Thanks to Pfizer for their kind hearted 
support. By this time Sivashakthi employees, management and MLA provided Rs.1,50,000/- and Srinu's 
relatives pooled about Rs.40,000/-. Abhaya prayfully provided rest of the amount. Srinu was admitted at 
NIMS and adminitsterd the ATG. Now he is recovering slowly. 

The moral of the story is that: Nothing is impossible in this country… provided we 
have passion to do the best in the name of GOD. 

THANKS to Dr. Narendra (NIMS) Pfizer, Sivashakthi, MLA-Vinukonda, NV 
Rao, Hanumantha Rao,  Vemula Avinash and other well wishers of 
abhaya. It is all the TEAM work… Together Everyone Achieve Miracles.

THANKS to Pfizer, Sivashakthi Group, MLA - Vinukonda
Madala Srinivas saved... 



This is Soma Ramanaiah, Cuddapah Dist, AP.  My only daughter who is surviving in my family (2 sons expired due 
to various reasons) is suffering from kidney problem by birth  Now her condition is bad and doctors advised for 
kidney transplantation. Her mother is willing to donate the organ.

At present  we admitted the Child at St. John's Hospital, Bangalore for treatment. The Medico Social Worker Biju 
at the Hospital referred us to abhaya Foundation, As the estimated cost of the operation is about Rs. 4,27,000/-.  
Please help me for my child transplantation. 

Family Background: Basically my occupation is cultivation for the last 7-8 years we spent lot 
of money for the child treatment. We depend on farming and brother is supporting for us. I had 
two boys, both were expired. One of my child met an accident last year at Bhongiri. So we are 
not in a position to bare the amount for the treatment transplantation.- S. Ramanaiah, N. 
Botmeedha Palli (Village)

Mr. Chandra Sekhar a Software Engineer working for Chakkilam Infotech, 
Hyderabad who is a close relative of Neeraja came forward to lead this mission 
from front  and promised to pool Rs. 2,00,000/- from his side. On other side 
medico social worker Mr. Biju from St. John's Hospital, Bangalore informed 
abhaya that he would also pool about Rs. 1,00,000/-. 

Now the need is just Rs.1,00,000/- and time available on hands is 45 
days. Request abhayans to respond for this mission in saving Neeraja.

Mission 
Neeraja

Sasthry's hips replacement is success

Seetha Rama Sastry (65), is suffering from Hips failure and not even able to walk.There is no one to 
take care of him and family as there are no sons for the couple. Doctors at Kamineni suggested hips 
replacement and gave estimate of Rs. 6,00,000/-. the couple and poor married daughters terrified to 
know the cost. Uday Bhasker, a neighbour  brought them to abhaya for financial assistance. abhaya 
immediately consulted Dr. Shulapani, MD, Rajyalakshmi Hospital, Vanasthali Puram. it was shocking to 
know that this critical operation can be done with an estimated cost of Rs.2,50,000/-.

The family with lots of difficulty promised to pool Rs. 1, 50,000/-. After understanding the situation 
abhaya responded positively and readily granted the remaining Rs.1,00,000/- and Sasthry now 
successfully underwent operation for hips replacement . He started walking now on his own. the elderly 
lady Mrs.Sasthry says she had seen god in abhaya and bowed before the team with tears of joy.   

The fulfillment of human life consists in the service that man renders, without any thought of return, in an 

attitude of selflessness. Service rendered in this spirit sheds light in the dark interior of man. It widens the 

heart, purifies the impulses, and confers lasting ananda. 

If there is somthing in a vessel, it is possible to fill it with some good things. Therefore, in the very first 

instance, empty yourselves of all bad feelings and fill your hearts with love and selflessness. 
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Selflessnes



Through sacrifice you will come to know that your real nature is charity. Charity does not mean that you 

have given some money to an individual or an organisation. The removal of all of the evil thoughts that are 

within you is true charity. Charity will, in turn confer purity upon you. Once you have purity, there will be 

unity. And once you have unity, you can reach Divinity. 
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Charity

Krishna Sharma, M.Sc., breathing love... Krishna Sharma, M.Sc., breathing love... 

Now looking forward 
to have kind support 
of abhayans to meet 
the monthly expenses 
of this family (say Rs. 
5,000/- pm) for next 
one year or so.

Sandeep Desu… a living example of  LIFE  DEATH

21 years old Sandeep is the eldest son of Late Sri Ramachandra Rao and Smt. Desu  Hemalatha. He just finished his B.Tech (IT) from Tenali 
College of Engineering, Guntur. It was in the month of January 2010, Sandeep went to Aruku with his relatives, where he first experienced 
a breathing problem, along with severe cough. Every one including Sandeep felt that it was  some seasonal cold and it has been neglected.

Later in the month of June, 2010, Sandeep consulted Dr.P.S.N. Atchyuta Rao(Medical DMO) of the famous King George Hospital, he was 
then admitted at “Indo-American Cancer Hospital,” Hyderabad. Since then he has been treated as an In-patient and out-patient frequently 
under the supervision of Dr.Senthil J. Rajappa.

Chemotherapy was started in the protocol manner, for which he responded positively and it continued till February 2011 and it was about 
Rs.10,00,000/- spent by  him for the treatment which was supported by his College Management, College mates and relatives, friends 

He was again admitted at the hospital and everyone shocked as his blood cell counts were very low. He suffered with severe fever for which 
he was given higher antibiotics that totally damaged his both the kidneys. His latest reports said that due to unknown reasons the cancer 
cells to be seen again and now he has to undergo the chemotherapy process again from the first cycle, with a higher dose of medicine. The 

estimated cost of Chemo is around Rs.20,000/- to Rs.50,000/- per 
month and for the dialysis process is around Rs.30,000/-per month.

Abhaya assured him its support on monthly basis for next one year 
and accordingly published an appeal for all abhayans. 

But, he was frustrated with pain and agony… 
ended his life under train. He is no more now. 
Abhaya heartily pray his soul be rested in peace.



“ H E A RT ” Edu Care Update

Preliminary to any service, you have to uproot all egoistic tendencies, get rid of all sense of mine and thine 

and burn to ashes the pride that tomes of the feeling that you are offering service to someone poorer and 

less fortunate. Do not develop ego about your capacities while doing service. Be humble and think that 

God has given you an opportunity to do service. Whatever you do to others, your feeling must be that you 

are serving yourself. In fact and in truth, whatever service you are doing for others you are doing for 

yourself.
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Abhaya educare review meeting at Hyderabad on 31st July 2011
Abhaya organized Educare Review Meeting at Hyderabad on 31st July 2011, wherein about parents first and society next.They should have focus in their studies. Respond to the 
45 abhaya supported students came from various places in South India along with their communication from abhaya.
families participated. 

 All the students should be disciplined in all the ways. It includes, 
Uma Maheswara Rao, Principal punctuality, following their own time-table. Abhaya will be like a platform to promote these 
of Nalla Narasimha Reddy ideal values. 
Pharmacy College attended 

 End of the education is character, and this must be reflected in each one of this meeting as a special 
abhaya supported students. This is the right time to inculcate these good thoughts into the guest. He delivered a guest 
young brains and hearts.lecture on essential Qualities 

of a student and how to follow 
 Report is a must for abhaya educare team. Reporting will improve the such points in day to day life. 

communication skills and presentation skills. It is important and needed to know the 
updates at their end. Every member should understand the reason behind asking the S r i l a t ha  f r om Ku rnoo l  
monthly report. attended the meeting with her 

mother and they have 
 Everyone thinks that they can do something, after settling in their provided the breakfast for all 

life. But the thoughts of social service and saving for a cause should inculcate at student the team. Kanthamma and 
stage. There are no sacrifices needed for this. Ceiling on the desire will save at least 200/- a devi, who are from Uppal and 
month.approached abhaya for their 

livelihood, prepared lunch and There should be heartily communication from both the sides. 
served around 70 people on Team should understand that this communication is for update and their benefit. With 
the day. proper communication we can understand each other in better way.

Veera Reddy (Polytechnic), Sirisha (B.Tech), Nandini  Excellence in studies is the 
(DCE), Pravallika (Inter), Anuradha (D.Ph), Mahendra utmost important target for the educare team. At this 
(B.Tech), Venkanna (Polytechnic) are the new faces in age, they don't have responsibilities and their primary 
the team. goal is to study well.

Mr Sivakrishna took a lead and conducted the  open to parents.
proceedings. Following are the high lights of the review 
meeting. The meeting was concluded sharing abhaya's love 

with all the students. The review meeting is fixed on 
29th October 2011.  - Reported by KSV Sivakrishna

 Every student should respect their 

Self discipline:

Character:

Reporting:

Social responsibility:

Heartily communication : 

Excellence in studies:

Ideal behavior:

Moral responsibility of abhaya educare team 
towards society: 



 Do not think of the fame or praise you win; think of good that people derive. Do not crave publicity; crave 

the joy that shines in the faces of die people whom you help. Service brings you nearer to GOD. The flower 

that is your heart gets fragrance by means of the service you do, and so it become more acceptable to 

GOD. Love is the essence of that fragrance. 
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Do not crave publicity

Abhaya congratulate CS 

a s p i r a n t s  f r o m  

Jammalamadugu whose 

education is supported on 

the eve of they clearing CS 

Inter (Group II) on 1st 

attempt. Abhaya hosted a 

lunch for these boys along 

with other students who did 

not succeed in the exam. 

Now all of them are resolved 

to face the exam and 

b e c o m e  C o m p a n y  

Secretaries. 

Congratulations 2 Subramanyam & 
Krishna Reddy

Leelavathi at last joining her dream course 

(B.Sc.,GNM) at Eswaribai Memorial School of 

Nursing (EMSN). She tried to join Gandhi/Osmania 

but could not get the admission as her marks are 

little less. But she could get admission at EMSN. The 

fee is about Rs.10,000/- PA. When abhaya called on 

the Principal, she very kindly provided the best 

possible discount of Rs.2,500/- knowing about 

abhaya and its good work. Abhaya team will be very 

confident that Leelavthi will make use of this 

wonderful opportunity to progress in life.

IAS aspirant Mahesh post joing RC Reddy Study Circle at RTC X Roads couple 

of months back, finding it very difficult to cope up with his daily travel from 

ECIL.  Abhaya considering his passion for IAS and other such students who 

are trying to pursue higher education/ professional courses decided to take 

one flat on rent in and around Gandhi Nagar. The plan is to provide free 

accommedation and shelter poor meritorious 

students pursuing higher education. Trails are on to 

identify suitable 2Bed Room Flat for setting up 

abhaya's 1st Value Center in the city of Hyderabad. 

The estimated cost of establishment is about 

Rs.10,000/- PM. The students would take care of 

food and other expenses on their own. Abhaya 

would be happy to have the support on regular basis 

from Working Professionals in the city of Hyderabad.

Thirupathaiah son of a poor watchman at LB Nagar, 

now feeling very confident about his progress in 

pursuing Chartered Accountancy. Abhaya provided 

special coaching fee for him to prepare for exams. 

Wizard Institute for CA, considering the fact that 

abhaya supporting this boy has kindly provided 

50% discount for the total payable. He presently 

staying at OU Campus and focussed on attempting 

the final exams for IPCC in the month of 

November'11. 

Leelavathi joining EM School of Nursing Thirupathaiah preparing well for CA

Mahesh is all set to lead the 1st 
 “abhaya Value Center”@Hyderabad



“ H E A RT ” Awareness Update

Your service will be judged with reference to the mental attitude accompanying it. So whatever work is 

allocated, do it with fervor, understanding, and reverence. In service there can be no high or low, for GOD 

is in all. Service to Man is service to GOD. It is the attitude that is essential. The particular item of service 

might be small. You may not get a chance to partake in some gigantic scheme of service through which 

millions may be benefited; you can lift a lame lamb over a stile or lead a blind child across a busy road. 

That too is an act of worship.
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Attitude

n Self-strength & unification are the n“I” and “mine” are the words which 
messages of abhaya to the people. pollute us, hence be away from 

such thoughts in life.
nMotto of abhayans who wish to join 

the Mission Abhaya: nThose who can understand, feel 
and be one with suffering and can 

nFatherhood of GOD & Brotherhood see the agony of the next fellow are 
of Men… is the messages of abhaya only eligible for service. Because, 
to the mankind. one should try to re l ieve 

themselves from the pain in the 
nService is not about benefiting heart which occurred due to 

o t h e r s ,  b u t  i t ' s  f o r  s e l f  empathy with the fellow being. We 
improvement. should consider service as a way to 

lessen our 'SELF'.
nPost, position and designation are 

not the criteria for doing good work 
nAll abhayans should maintain 

at abhaya brotherhood amongst themselves.

nNo extravagance while doing good 
nDo acknolwledge and Consider 

work… it must be low-key exercise. mistakes pointed out by others 
instead of thinking of our own good 

nNever try for recognition, accolades 
deeds.and fame in the society and feel 

that service is our birth right & 
nParticipate in the service activities 

responsibility. at least two hours a day.

nWork is worship and let's do our 
nDo whatever but do it honestly and 

duty without any expectations what don't leave anything incomplete.
so ever.

Abhaya's belief

There is only one caste – The caste of Humanity

There is only one language – The language of heart

There is only one religion – The religion of Love and

There is only one God!! – He is omnipresent.

Essential requirements of abhayans 
who wish to join the Mission Abhaya

Who are the real associates?

The real time associates of abhaya are those, 

nwho thrive for the spiritual development, 

nwho has complete belief in the organization that they work for,

nwho can live the message of abhaya and 

nwho were known as Noble people in the society.

Further, while serving the needy in the society the abhayan 
must feel from the heart that he is living the message of 
abhaya in true sense of transforming himself in the 
process. Such thoughts must come from the roots of heart.



Abhaya Trustees released brochures for spreading the cause 

Abhaya team interacted with unemployed youth 
at Sai Prema Seva Sadan, Vanasthalipuram Hyderabad

Abhaya team interacted with students of Sathya Sai Vidya Mandir 
on the eve of their prayer hall "Anandam" being inaugurated



“ H E A RT ” Rural Infra Update

Intelligence being the special mark humans, every effort must be made to amplify and sharpen it so that it 

may be a fit instrument for understanding the inner and the outer worlds. Along with intelligence, 

character, too, has to be cultivated unequal measure, for then alone can that intelligence be used to serve 

society. The readiness to renounce one's pleasure in order to relieve the burden of another is a prime 
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Character

Ramesh (Hyderabad) is confident of 

earning his livelihood!
Since the association with abhaya, Ramesh to be seen very 

positive in his life. His mother is now recovered from prolonged 

illness due to regular medication that was provided by abhaya for 

the last couple of months. His 2 younger brothers are admitted at 

Vivekananda Vikasa Kendra and they are doing very well over 

there with appropriate care and love. Ramesh started attending 

Mobile Repair Training classes at Ameerpet. He is sounding very 

confident, we can see how the weakness in voice turned in to 

strength and hope. 

Aathma Viswasa General Stores 
(Ramakapet, Medak)… slowly 
picking up:

Both Jagannath & Manohar (suffering from muscular 
dystrophy, a rare disorder with no cure) along with the 
parents & sister started earning 
their livelihood since last 6 
months. They are earning with 
respect and no more going to 
door to door seeking help for 
their medicines. Abhaya is in 
touch with the family and felt 
confident that this family is in 
right track and able to get on 
well. They are being provided 
Rs. 30,000/- as of date apart 
from giving them 2 wheel chairs 
for their movement.

Kanthamma & Family (Hyderabad) 

yet to prove their ability!
Kanthamma is able to cook well and the food is tasty. Though 

abhaya team decided to set up “Aathma Viswasa Tiffin Center” 

to provide livelihood for Kanthamma & Family, they are yet to 

establish faith to the satisfaction of abhaya. They are being 

kept under close observation. Somehow the confidence is not 

coming to the execution team as there is only one Man in the 

family and he is to be seen under the influence of tobacco in 

various forms and he is at the moment not looking healthy. 

Still various options are being explored to support them.

Jairam Shetty (Udupi) exploring 
possibilities of setting up an income 
source:

Though abhaya with the support of Sri Subash Chaabria, 
Industrialist, Bangalore sending monthly sustenance 
allowance of  Rs.5,000/- PM since last 12 months, it is 
interested to set up an income generating source for Jairam 
Shetty. He understood the 
spirit of abhaya and started 
working in this direction and 
probably by the end of 
October'2011 he may be 
able to get one solution by 
purchasing an agricultural 
equipment which would give 
him a rental income on 
monthly basis during crop 
season.

Aathma Viswasa Men's Parlor 
(B'lore)… progressing well

Ananth who is suffering from gastro problem approached 
abhaya couple of months back. He was in need of 
medication on daily basis and the cost was about Rs.7,500 
PM. Abhaya understanding his need and situation 
established a saloon 
shop at outskirts of 
Bangalore with an 
i n v e s t m e n t  o f  
Rs.75,000/-. The shop is 
run by his younger 
brother. He is very 
positive and says that 
they are able to make 
about Rs.800 per day on 
an average. They are 
hopeful of progress in 
their life.



“ H E A RT ” Transformation Update

The Seva that is entrusted to you, you must do intelligently and to a successful finish. It does not 

matter if the recipient is not fully satisfied; you must have done your best, without hesitation or 

favour. Nowadays service has become more talk and less deed But, the lord cannot be deceived. He is 

vigilant and all knowing. 
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Intelligence

Seed: 

Need: 

Feed: 

How it started: 

The plan:  

The progress update: 

Venkat Hemadri 

Ever-increasing operations of abhaya

Like minded working professionals   who 

were inspired seeing how abhaya is able to make a 
difference to the world around.

to manage Educare team and 

details.

Though it started with managing 

educare profiles, considering the enormous advantage of software, it has been extended to 
all HEART initiatives of abhaya.

Abhaya team had a demo of the software under 

development for managing the account and 
people for abhaya and it is heartening to 
understand the software development is being 
done by Ms.N. Jaya,  MCA with the expert 
guidance of abhayans Ms. Annapurna, 
Ms.Gayathri, Mr.Venkat and Mr.YS Murthy. The 
team suggested some additions/modifications to 
the developed version and further planning to 
integrate this with the accounts so that we can 
generate reports, which can be directly exported 
to Tally to maintain accounts easily. Our vision is 
to send automated emails and sms once we get a 
donation and issue an e-receipt for the same. 

abhaya to launch its own Software Abhaya visited “The Park Hotel”
Abhaya team visited The PARK Hotel at Hyderabad to understand whether 

forthcoming Annual Thank Giving Ceremony can be organized there with their 

support. Dr AG Ravindranatha Reddy, the well wisher of abhaya provided the 

contact through his friend Sri Achi Reddy garu. The Team met and interacted 

with the Executive Manager of Park for about half an hour and tried their best to 

impress upon the abhaya and its work seeking their kind support in organizing 

the event. 

It was indeed a pleasure meeting you and sharing 

some interesting insights. The work you and your 

organization do is really very motivational. We will 

discuss the matter internally and My Manager from 

the banqueting department will be in touch with you 

on this. Needless to say, I am just a phone call away if 

you require any assistance. 

– Rifaquat, Executive Manager, The Park Hotel



Independence Day celebrated by abhaya
at Bangalore on 15th August 2011.
President S.V. Hari Prasad hoisted 

the tri colour and addressed abhayans 
to rededicate themselves 

for the Country and the Countrymen

Jai Hind
Abhaya President SV Hari Prasad hosted a special meeting of abhaya 

Board Trustees on 15th August 2011 at his residence at Bengalure.

Sri SM Rangaiah F/o 

donated Rs. 1,00,116/- towards corpus fund

Abhaya President SV Hari Prasad 



Do not judge others to decide whether they deserve your service. Find out only whether, they are 

distressed; that is enough credential. Do not examine how they behave towards others; they can be 

certainly transformed by love. Service is for you as sacred as a vow, a Sadhana, a spiritual path. It is 

the very breath; it can end only when breath takes leave of you. 
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Judgement

Minutes of Meeting of Board Trustees held on 15th August 2011 at Bengalure
Following is the synopsis of deliberations at the meeting

Short term goals (1 year) Duties and Responsibilities of trustees: Guidelines for project undertaking:

Technology and Software development:Accounts and Transparency:

Medium term goals (3 years)

Branding and spreading cause:

Long term goals (5 years)

nIncreasing the number of regular donors to reach nGetting updated with abhaya's good work. nDetails of the project should be captured and 
Rs. 2,00,000/- per month enabling abhaya to plan genuineness should be verified before extending the 

nPromoting the cause of abhaya in all possible ways.
permanent service projects. support.

nLeading at least one case personally in a year.nConnecting corporates. This mission to start with nMaintaining case wise and donor wise lists and 
“each trustee to connect one corporate” in a year. capture the progress.nIntroducing new donors and resource persons.

nSetting up of a value center in a rented premises to nEvery case should be approved by at least two board nEvery trustee to donate Rs.15,000/-PA for corpus.
support the poor students for higher education. members.

nBringing the corporate support… get one per year.nSetting up of an orphanage in a rented premises. nAll the information should be available on website for 
nConnect with NRI donors… each 10 in a year.nSmart Move - Target existing infrastructure and like- ready reference.

minded Institutions while doing good work.

nAdding at least 20 volunteers in a year. 
nMaking use of latest technology to deliver effective nEvery case information should be well-captured and nEach trustee to bring in minimum of Rs.15,000/- PA 

work.genuineness should be verified, before lending towards building the corpus over and above the 
support nAim for paperless environment general donations.

nCapture every detail for transparency and reports.nAll the records to be kept in the repository 
nPayment Gate way facility to be a reality.

nReview balance sheets and accounts at every nOwning a suitable land for abhaya Home of Hope at nMost dynamic website in sharing everything about quarterly board meetHyderabad.
abhaya.

nabhaya Ganga: Mobile Water Tanker to supply nProviding e-receipts to the donors.
drinking water in remote villages, provided abhaya 

nManaging blood donation project.nMaking use of CII Dossier of NGO'sgets partners in doing this.

nBuild a team of Volunteers in all possible locations nUsing abhaya logo behind Visiting cards.
across the country.

nKeep abhaya's tag line in e-mail signatures .

nAffix stickers on our vehicles.
nSetting Up abhaya Home of Hope by 2015. 

nWearing abhaya insignia. 
nBuilding corpus fund to reach at least 

Rs. 30,00,000/- by 2015. nKeeping abhaya poster at work places.

nConnect International NGOs and expand abhaya's nDonate to abhaya and give the receipt as a gift on 
work across the globe. special occasions.

nSetting up of value centers in Bangalore & Chennai.



Abhaya welcome 3 new Trustees

Mr. K.S.V. Siva Krishna, Hyderabad

Born on 30-12-1985 at Kakinada, 
East Godavari Dist. He is graduate 
in MCA from University of 
Hyderabad. He is the first Post – 
Graduate, whose education is 
supported by abhaya foundation 
and successfully working as a Sr 
Software Engineer at NCR 
Corporation India Ltd, Hyderabad.

Since, he completed his graduation in the year 2008, 
very actively involved in all the abhaya's initiatives. 
He heads all Educare projects and Software 
development initiatives. Abhaya thought his 
induction into the board would add value for 
foundation and welcome him to the Board of 
Trustees.

Mr. G. Subrahmanyam, Hyderabad

B o r n  o n  0 7 - 0 8 - 1 9 5 6  a t  
Amalapuram, East Godavari Dist. He 
is graduate in Commerce (A.U). He 
headed Vishakapatnam branch of 
M/s. Ramesh Chandra & Co., A 
Bombay based organizat ion 
engaged in trading and liaison of 
steel, coke and timber.  

He served  M/s. PJ Agro Tech Ltd., a 
company engaged in agricultural inputs marketing as 
its Executive Director and later Managing Director. 
Presently, working as marketing consultant. He is 
connected to abhaya through MAA TV and supporting 
the good work. Abhaya welcome him to the board as his 
association with abhaya's good work would add value 
for its initiatives going forward. 

CS G. Thirupal, Bangalore

Born at Jammalamadugu in AP in the 
year 1975. An industrial man since 
young age and studied hard and 
qualified as Member of ICSI, New Delhi. 
He started his practice as CS at 
Bangalore in the year 2002 and since 
then he made his mark wherever he 
offered his services. 

A well wisher of abhaya since its 
inception and he is the person behind many successful 
projects of foundation. He always be a resource for 
bringing in support from various professionals across the 
country. He always stood besides abhaya and stand apart 
in the crowd as brand ambassador of abhaya in the country.  
Abhaya heartily welcome him to be the torch bearer for 
many professionals in the country.

CS Rashida H Adenwala 20000 

G  Vidya Sagar Rs. 10000 

CA. Narayanarangiah Rs. 5000 

Ms. Jyothsna Rs. 5000 

CS G Raghu Babu Rs. 5000 

CS R Ramakrishna Gupta Rs. 5000 

CA Grandhi Vittal Rs. 5000 

CS Balachandra Sunku Rs. 5000 

CS Dr AGR Reddy Rs. 2500 

Mr. Subaash Chabria Rs. 2500 

CS. SVN Achary Rs. 2000 

Er.  Rajasekhar M Rs. 2000 

Er. Praveen Kumar B Rs. 2000 

Nlite Team Rs. 1500 

abhayans donating Rs.1000 (7) Rs. 7000 

abhayans donating < Rs.1000 (16) Rs. 6000 

abhayans donating < Rs.500 (15) Rs. 5000 

Rs. 

abhaya FOUNDATION abhaya FOUNDATION 
an assurance for no fear...
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abhaya 
FOUNDATION 

ABHAYA, 6-3-609/140/1, 
Anandnagar, Khairathabad, 

Hyderabad – 500004

ABHAYA FOUNDATION

SB-052210011051007

500011042

ANDB0000522

Andhra Bank

522-S.R. Nagar Branch, 
Main Road, S.R Nagar, 
Hyderabad-500038

Indian Donors Foreign Donors

Beneficiary : ABHAYA FOUNDATION

Account No : SB-910010042902046

MICR Code : 500211002

RTGS/IFS Code: UTIB0000008

Bank : AXIS Bank Ltd

Address : 6-3-879/9/B, I Floor, G. Pulla 
Reddy Bldg, Green Lands, 
Begumpet Road, 
Hyderabad-500016

Abhaya SB Account at  is designated 
account for .

All  must be through .

Quote Name, Nationality, Phone, Address, E-mail & PAN 
while sending contributions.

Andhra Bank
Foreign Contributions

Indian Donations Axis Bank

Do not deposit / transfer any Indian Donations in / 
to Andhra Bank.

IMPORTANT

All the Donations will be exempted under 80G | abhayafoundation@yahoo.com | abhaya@abhayafoundation.org | www.abhayafoundation.org

THANKS a lot ABHAYA, for your coordination in arranging such a kind of 
help to Chittibabu & Family. I Really appreciate your effort.  I am happy 
to share my bit for the well being of a person who is in need. This gives 
us mental relief and satisfaction. Let us pray to God for Mrs. Chitti 
Babu's speedy recovery. - CA Anup Dixit, DGM (Finance), NCC Group, 
Hyderabad

it is always inspiring!

Many congratulations for your achievement. Any how you will get success in your entire life at 
any place in the WORLD as you are having all the blessings of the Almighty and as well as the 
people who have got benefit/support from ABHAYA.  Being  the well wisher, I wish you every 
success in everything you do. 

" GIVE FOR THE JOY OF GIVING, KNOWING THAT YOU ARE THE ONE BLESSED BY HAVING THE 
ABILITY AND RESOURCES AND WILL TO HELP OTHERS". - S.B.N. Duth, Dy Manager- 
Taxation, Hyderabad Industries Ltd., Hyderabad.

It gives me immense pleasure to know that you and the other members 
have embarked upon a noble cause and helping the needy. 
Congratulations for the humanitarian effort which seems to be bearing 
fruit. I too feel that we should pay back to the society in any form 
suitable to the individual. May God be with you in all your endeavors. Let 
success succeed you. - Prakash Rao TVS, NCC Group, Hyderabad

It is some divine hand pulled us to this platform with 
a noble cause…  we see forward as an inseparable 
part of abhaya. Very glad to meet you all – CS 
Sanjeev Rao, GMR,  B'lore.

I am happy to inform you that i would like to become a volunteer of Abhaya Foundation and help through the organization. I am MBA graduate and 

presently working at R&A Associates, Hyderabad as Executive-HR & Admin. It was my boss CS G Raghubabu who told me about abhaya and its good 

work. I would like to visit you to understand what I can do with my talents. - M. Ramesh, Hyderabad.


